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“He was forced to change, now goes from dream to 
dream, rescuing the souls of those who no longer wish 

to wake up” 

It's bedtime on a freezing winter night. Little Mike sits on 
his bed, bouncing lightly on the mattress, showing clear signs 
of impatience. That's his usual mood during the every-night 
ritual of securing the perimeter of his room; this is a crucial 
task always performed by his father, Michael Senior, and 
consists of thoroughly and carefully checking under the bed 
and in the closet for sneaky monsters. 

It's a well-planned operation that leads to the best part of 
the night: the bedtime stories. But something's different 
tonight; Dad is not here to do all those steps and then finish 
with a lovely tale. 

"The protocol will be fulfilled today by the highly 
decorated hero of the Magical Republic of Home, Lieutenant 
Mom." That's how she presented herself to Little Mike, who 
was reluctant to integrate a new member into the Bedtime 



Team but decided to give her a chance saying: this is a high-
risk mission; there's danger in every corner; Are you willing 
to put your life on the line for the sake of the almighty Tales 
of the Bedside? To which she answered: I'm ready, Sir. 

And so she checked under the bed and in the closet; she 
even went a little further and checked behind the curtains 
too. Then, when the place was finally secured, she sat next to 
her son's bed and told a beautiful story about a sleepy dragon 
called Bitey, the king of the realm where all things bite. 

Amused by all the theatrics, voices, expressions, and the 
type of effusive happiness Mike had never seen in his mother 
before, he forgot to ask for his father. But then, as she was 
leaving the room, he suddenly remembered and asked her 
why his dad was not there to tell the story. Mary stopped and 
looked back, smiling, then said: he's not going to be able to 
do that anymore, but don't worry about it; everything will be 
fine. It's going to be just you and I for a while, ok? 

Mike was confused; even more, after his mother mumbled 
some unsatisfying explanation as to why she had red stains 
on her blouse. But a mother knows how to calm her child, so 
she left him with a comforting kiss and a reminder to do his 
praying as she closed the door gently. But then, a series of 
unfamiliar sounds altered Mike's nerves. 

 



The first of such sounds was a very new one, a clanking 
sound of wood and metal that could indicate only one thing: 
Mary had just locked the door from the outside. Minutes 
later, some friction sound came from above his head, like 
something was being dragged along the floor of his parent's 
room. Then he heard heavy thumps over the carpeted stairs 
gradually fading away, like an elephant walking around the 
house, an idea that would typically make Little Mike smile, 
wishing he had a baby elephant pet. But this was different; 
something didn't feel right. 

Then came the closing sound of the front door. Then the 
engine of his dad's car, something very recognizable for Mike 
since he loves that pickup truck and wishes to be old enough 
to drive it. It was uncommon for the family to leave the 
house late at night, as it's practically surrounded by the 
woods; that made the sound more unsettling, nevertheless; 
as the sound of the engine faded and the place became 
quieter, Little Mike fell asleep. 

But then, very abruptly, he woke up jumping off the bed, 
or at least that's what he thought at first, but the trees and 
plants glowing under the moonlight were definitely not part 
of his room decorations, and he was definitely not awake. 
But he was sure he heard a voice coming from the lake, so he 
walked in that direction. When he reached the water, the 
voice came back; it was his father telling him to please stay in 
this dream and wait until he could get to him; they would be 
together again and tell stories every day. Father and son 
united forever; wouldn't that be wonderful? He would be 
there soon, but he would not look the same. "You must trust 
me," said the voice, warning Mike not to be afraid, for his 



father no longer had a human form; he was forced to change, 
now goes from dream to dream, rescuing the souls of those 
who no longer wish to wake up; a collector of eternal dreams 
called: The Sandman. 
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